COME UNCOVER THE MYSTERIES and wisdom of our earliest cultures, suppressed histories of civilization’s origins, and revelations of new discoveries that could change the way we view the past—and the future!

Join best-selling author and ancient mysteries expert John Van Auken and visionary James Tyberonn for a special two-day trip across space and time to discover the real truth behind ancient legends, sacred sites, earth energies, star travelers, and archeological obscurities.

You will see and explore:
- Magnificent illustrations and images that will illuminate and enrich your understanding of the ancient world
- Hidden secrets from Atlantis, Lemuria, and other lost cultures
- Ancient prophesies and secret teachings
- The power of place and the significance of many of the world’s most sacred sites
- How earth shifts are affecting the human aura, and maintenance of the Aura in the New Earth
- Explore the mystery and power of sacred gemstones and crystals
- Edgar Cayce’s concepts and Egyptian imagery and mysticism

This event will awaken the initiate within your soul!

Join with like-minded individuals as you explore the wonders and wisdom of the distant past! Please register early—this program is expected to SELL OUT!

EXPLORE THE MYSTERY, BEAUTY, WISDOM, AND WONDER OF THE ANCIENT WORLD

SPONSORED BY EDGAR CAYCE’S A.R.E.
TO REGISTER CALL 800-333-4499 OR GO TO EDGARCAYCE.ORG/FIELDCONFERENCES